Introduction {#s1}
============

Small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) belong to a large group of small, metabolically stable RNAs that primarily direct the post-transcriptional modification of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) nucleotides. Based on common sequence motifs involved in the assembly of sno-ribonucleoprotein (snoRNP) particles, snoRNAs fall into two major classes, the C/D box and H/ACA box groups, which account for the 2′-O-ribose methylation and pseudouridylation modifications respectively of rRNA or snRNA [@pone.0100329-Bachellerie1], [@pone.0100329-Brown1]. These snoRNAs are called 'guide' snoRNAs, and there is a fraction of snoRNAs, the so called 'orphan' snoRNAs, which do not target to any rRNA or snRNA. In recent years, hundreds of snoRNAs have been discovered in imprinted regions of the eutherian genomes (imprinted snoRNAs) [@pone.0100329-Runte1]--[@pone.0100329-BortolinCavaille1]. The expressions of imprinted genes are depending on the parent of origin. Unlike other snoRNAs, which show broad expression profiles, imprinted snoRNAs are mainly expressed in the brain and are closely associated with brain function [@pone.0100329-Wilkinson1], [@pone.0100329-Castle1]. Another feature of imprinted snoRNAs is that they usually fall within large gene clusters containing several gene families. One of such family usually contains dozens of snoRNA genes. Two large paternally expressed C/D box snoRNA families, HBII-85 (SNORD116) and HBII-52 (SNORD115), are located in the 15q11-q13 imprinted region of the human genome. Large interstitial deletions of this region underlie ∼70% of cases of Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS, \[MIM176270\]), a complex human neurological disease [@pone.0100329-Peters1]. Duplication of the same region is the only recurrent cytogenetic aberration associated with autism, occurring in up to 5% of autism cases [@pone.0100329-Belmonte1]--[@pone.0100329-Cook1]. The clinical symptoms of PWS include neonatal hypotonia, feeding difficulties and failure to thrive during infancy, excessive weight gain after 18 months, hyperphagia, hypogonadism, global developmental delay and equivocal facial features. Deletion of the HBII-85 snoRNA cluster results in an exhibition of all major clinical symptoms of PWS in humans [@pone.0100329-deSmith1]--[@pone.0100329-Duker1], but the role of the HBII-52 cluster in PWS has been difficult to define [@pone.0100329-Peters1], [@pone.0100329-Runte2]. The neuronal-specific HBII-52 snoRNAs have been reported to participate in the post-transcriptional regulation of the pre-mRNA encoding the 5-hydroxytryptamine 2C receptor (5-HT~2C~R), an important neurotransmission protein, including A-to-I RNA editing and alternative RNA splicing, with *in vitro* experiments [@pone.0100329-Vitali1]--[@pone.0100329-Kishore2]. The biological importance of the regulatory role of HBII-52 *in vivo*, if any, remains to be demonstrated. Knockout of MBII-52 (murine homologues of HBII-52) in a murine model led to an increase in the editing of 5-HT~2C~R pre-RNA and alterations in a number of 5HT~2C~R-related behaviors, including impulsive responses, locomotor activity and reactivity to palatable food [@pone.0100329-Doe1]. Although the molecular targets of HBII-85 are as yet unknown, an increasing number of studies have investigated the regulatory roles of HBII-85 snoRNAs and their connection to PWS phenotypes [@pone.0100329-deSmith1]--[@pone.0100329-Duker1], [@pone.0100329-Ding1], [@pone.0100329-Skryabin1]. In addition, the PWS locus contains several singleton snoRNA genes of unknown function, e.g., HBII-438, HBII-13 and HBII-436 ([Figure 1](#pone-0100329-g001){ref-type="fig"}).

![A schematic diagram of the imprinted snoRNA gene cluster in the PWS-related imprinted locus.\
The top panel depicts the gene distribution across the entire PWS locus. Pink represents maternally expressed genes, blue represents paternally expressed genes, red represents imprinted snoRNA clusters, and the dashed wavy line represents non-coding transcripts. In the lower panels, each snoRNA gene is represented by a vertical bar. The distribution of snoRNA genes was scaled to their genomic location, and the colors indicate their respective gene families. Clusters are scaled relative to their size within the chromosome.](pone.0100329.g001){#pone-0100329-g001}

SnoRNA genes have traditionally been regarded as conservative components of the genome. SnoRNAs have been identified in a wide spectrum of organisms spanning eukaryotes to archaebacteria, suggesting that they represent an evolutionary ancient group of non-coding RNAs [@pone.0100329-Kiss1]. Homologues of almost all yeast snoRNAs can be found in the human genome [@pone.0100329-PieknaPrzybylska1], [@pone.0100329-Lestrade1], and their modification sites in rRNAs are also highly conserved among distantly related eukaryotes [@pone.0100329-Bachellerie1], [@pone.0100329-Schmitz1]. However, the discovery of a large number of eutherian-specific imprinted snoRNAs led us to reexamine this supposedly ancient group of RNAs from a new perspective. Further investigations failed to find homologs of these imprinted snoRNAs in any other non-eutherian mammals or vertebrates [@pone.0100329-Edwards1]--[@pone.0100329-Zhang1]. In addition, a number of lineage-specific snoRNA genes were identified only in rodents rather than humans, and a rat-specific imprinted snoRNA cluster, RBII-36, containing 74 member genes, was not detected in mice (see the review of [@pone.0100329-Royo1]). These observations suggest that imprinted snoRNA genes represent a class of newly derived small non-coding RNAs that might be subjected to rapid evolution.

Although an increasing number of imprinted snoRNAs have now been identified, they are mainly limited to a few model species, including human, mouse and rat. Since the PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs are closely associated with mammalian brain functions, it is of great interest to investigate the evolution of these highly dynamic non-coding RNAs. Nahkuri et al. suggest that the HBII-52 gene family originates from a non-imprinted snoRNA, SNORD119 [@pone.0100329-Nahkuri1]. Ogorelkova et al. revealed that the HBII-52 family was subjected to positive selection in Europeans populations, suggesting these gene are still undergoing evolution in human populations [@pone.0100329-Ogorelkova1]. However, these studies did not fully reveal the evolutionary process of these imprinted snoRNA genes along with the differentiation of the eutherian or its significance to mammalian neural development. In this study, using a genome-wide snoRNA identification program developed by our group, snoSeeker [@pone.0100329-Yang1], we performed comprehensive identification and evolutionary analyses to reveal the pattern and process underlying the evolution of mammalian imprinted snoRNAs.

Materials and Methods {#s2}
=====================

Identification and Classification of Imprinted snoRNA Genes in Mammalians PWS Locus {#s2a}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The genome sequences and related whole genome alignments (WGAs) of 12 placental mammals (Human, Chimp, Rhesus, Rat, Mouse, Dog, Cat, Horse, Cow, Armadillo, Tenrec and Elephant) were downloaded from the UCSC genome website (<http://genome.ucsc.edu/>and <http://genome-test.cse.ucsc.edu/>). These species represent all major lineages of extant placental mammals. The range of human PWS locus was identified by the gene pair of MKRN3 and ATP10A. The homologous region of PWS in other species was obtained using the "covert" tool of the UCSC genome website and the gene content was used as an index when the result of covert tool is poor. The information of PWS loci in different species is listed in [Table S1](#pone.0100329.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Two independent strategies were employed to search imprinted snoRNA candidates in the PWS loci: (1) The comparative genomics identification strategy with WGAs was performed as described in Yang et al. [@pone.0100329-Yang1]. (2) The single-genome strategy was performed by searching the PWS homologous regions with snoSeeker program (<http://202.116.74.192/snoSeeker/downloads.php>) under the cutoff value of \>24.0. The non-redundant candidates from these two strategies were combined for further gene family classification. The sequences of non-imprinted snoRNA genes of 15 vertebrates (with the addition of opossums, platypus and chicken) were identified from the WGAs of human and each of other species as described in Yang et al. [@pone.0100329-Yang1]. All identified imprinted and non-impritned snoRNA gene sequences were provided in the [Data S1](#pone.0100329.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

For imprinted snoRNA gene family classification, BLAST search was first conducted to identify homologs to know human or rodents imprinted snoRNA genes, the cutoff is set to 10^−3^. Nevertheless, due to algorithmic characteristics and sensitivity constraint, this classification method will lead to ambiguities when dealing with the species that are distantly related to the reference. In addition, the genomes of some species were poorly assembled, e.g. the elephant and the tenrec genome, which could not provide accurate gene mapping information to validate the classification results. Thus, phylogenetic methods were further exploited to classify imprinted snoRNA candidates into known gene families. For this purpose, phylogenetic trees containing imprinted snoRNA candidates of each species were constructed with the human imprinted snoRNA genes as the reference for family classification. The threshold value of branch support for the assignment of a candidate to known gene families was \>50%. The phylogenetic trees were constructed with MrBayes ver. 3.1 [@pone.0100329-Ronquist1] with a HKY+G model.

Phylogenetic Analyses {#s2b}
---------------------

To reconstruct the phylogenetic relationship of imprinted snoRNA genes in the *PWS* locus, a dataset containing gene sequences from all families in this locus (i.e. HBII-436, HBII-13, HBII-438, HBII-85 and HBII-52) was generated. For gene families containing more than 20 members, 4--6 representative genes were selected based on a gene tree constructed using the neighbor-joining method implemented in MEGA ver. 3.1 [@pone.0100329-Kumar1]; for gene families containing less than 20 members, all sequences were added to the dataset. The sequences were aligned with ClustalX [@pone.0100329-Thompson1]. The sequence alignment is provided in [data S1](#pone.0100329.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0100329.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Then a phylogenetic network was constructed using the NeighborNet method implemented in SplitsTree ver. 4.10 [@pone.0100329-Huson1].

To further investigate the phylogenetic relationship within the HBII-52 and HBII-85 multi-gene families, the alignment of each family was built as described above. The phylogenetic relationships were reconstructed using MrBayes ver. 3.1 [@pone.0100329-Ronquist1] with a HKY+G model suggested by MrModeltest (ver. 2.2) [@pone.0100329-Posada1]. Every analysis consisted of two runs each containing four Markov chains that ran for 2×10^6^ generations, sampled every 1000 generations, with a random starting tree, default priors and equal branch lengths. The consensus trees were edited with iTOL [@pone.0100329-Letunic1]. The sequence alignments are provided in [Data S2](#pone.0100329.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Evolutionary Changes of the Number of Imprinted snoRNA Genes {#s2c}
------------------------------------------------------------

To estimate the numbers of gene in ancestral species and gene gains and losses, we used the reconciled tree method [@pone.0100329-Goodman1]--[@pone.0100329-Nam1], in which the topology of a gene tree is reconciled with that of a species tree. A simple example is shown by Niimura and Nei [@pone.0100329-Niimura1] and Nam and Nei [@pone.0100329-Nam1]. To apply this method to imprinted snoRNA genes, we requested the computer program described in Niimura and Nei [@pone.0100329-Niimura1], [@pone.0100329-Niimura2] from Y. Niimura. We first constructed a phylogenetic tree using all genes of the two multi-gene families (HBII-52 and HBII-85) together with outgroup genes chosen from other close related families. The reconciled tree method was applied to these two phylogenetic trees and the Euarchontoglires tree topology. Given the relative low bootstrap value caused by short sequence of snoRNA genes, the 50% bootstrap condensed trees were used here.

To investigate the expansion process of imprinted snoRNAs, a combined physical-phylogenetic map for the HBII-52 or HBII-85 gene family of human or mouse was constructed. The phylogenetic trees were built with the Bayesian method as described above, each Markov chain ran for 1×10^7^ generations. The clades receiving \>50% posterior probabilities were kept and the derived consensus trees were reconciled with gene physical locations in the chromosomes.

Evolutionary Analyses {#s2d}
---------------------

The number of new genes was calculated as follows. For imprinted snoRNAs, the number of newly derived genes was estimated according to the evolutionary change in gene number described above, whereas the number of newly derived non-imprinted snoRNAs was estimated by determining the difference in gene number between closely related species. Birth rates of new genes were calculated by dividing the number of newly derived genes by the lapsed time since the species diverged from their most recent common ancestor. The time scale was set according to Hedges et al. [@pone.0100329-Hedges1], and the weighted average data were selected.

For each imprinted gene family, the substitution rates between humans and each of the other species were calculated using the "between-group average calculation" method with the Kimura 2-parameter model implemented with MEGA ver. 3.1 [@pone.0100329-Kumar1], [@pone.0100329-Kimura1]. A "group" corresponds to a multi-gene family from one species, which contains all gene members in this family. For each between-group average, an arithmetic average is computed for all valid inter-group pairwise comparisons. The standard error for each calculation was estimated by bootstrap analysis with 500 replicates. To calculate the substitution rates of non-imprinted snoRNA genes, we first identified all of the families that were conserved between humans and each of the other species ([Table S2](#pone.0100329.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the sequences were provided in [data S1](#pone.0100329.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pone.0100329.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The guide snoRNAs and orphan snoRNAs were analyzed separately. The orphan snoRNA genes were identified by the absence of targeting sites in rRNA or snRNA according the information in snoRNA-LBME-db (<https://www-snorna.biotoul.fr/index.php>) [@pone.0100329-Lestrade1]. These orphan snoRNAs were listed in [Table S2](#pone.0100329.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. For multi-gene families, one gene member and its orthologous in the other species s was selected for the analysis. Then gene sequences from one species were linked together in order of gene name and an aliment was built with this integrated sequence of human and each of the other species. Next, the average substitution rates of the conserved families were calculated with the Kimura 2-parameter model. All of the calculations were performed using MEGA version 3.1 [@pone.0100329-Kumar1].

To test whether the rapid rate of evolution was specific to the imprinted snoRNAs, we compared the evolutionary rate between imprinted snoRNA genes and their flanking intergenic sequences. We obtained 500 bp of both upstream and downstream flanking sequences for each analyzed imprinted snoRNA gene from the UCSC genome website. The substitution rates of both imprinted snoRNA genes and their flanking sequences were calculated as described above. Similar analyses were also performed using non-imprinted snoRNA genes as the reference.

According to the secondary structure we divided box C/D snoRNs gene into 5 parts: the stem region, C/D boxes, antisense element 1 (ASE1), antisense element 2 (ASE2) and the remaining sequence. To investigate the evolutionary rates of different parts of the imprinted snoRNA genes, we created an alignment for HBII-52 or HBII-85 family and defined different structural components in the alignment. The evolutionary distances (*K*) between humans and each of the other species were calculated for each of the five parts of the snoRNAs using the Kimura 2-parameter model.

Tajima's *D* test was performed with DnaSP software version 5.10.01[@pone.0100329-Librado1]. For the Tajima's neutrality test, significant deviations of Tajima's *D* values from zero suggest rejecting the standard neutral model and negative values of Tajima's *D* indicate positive selection. All the gene sequences of HBII-52 or HBII-85 gene family from one species were used for the test. The statistical significance was obtained assuming that *D* follows the beta distribution[@pone.0100329-Tajima1].

The K~a~/K~s~ or d~n~/d~s~ test is one of the most frequently used tests of selection. The test relies on the simple fact that the rate of evolution can exceed that of a neutral sequence only if there is positive selection [@pone.0100329-Koonin1]. Ka/Ks test for protein-coding gene was performed with MEGA 4.0 software [@pone.0100329-Tamura1].

PWS Related snoRNA Targeting Pattern Analysis {#s2e}
---------------------------------------------

To investigate the targeting pattern of HBII-52 gene families in different eutherians species, homologous sequence to human 5-HT~2C~R mRNA of different species were got by BALSTP program from ensembl genome web site ([www.ensembl.org](http://www.ensembl.org)). The binding pattern between ASE2 sequences and 5-HT~2C~R mRNA in same species was analyzed by BLAST method with some modifications. Two major characters, the length of perfect binding and the distance of perfect binding from D box, were analyzed.

Results {#s3}
=======

Identification and Characterization of Imprinted snoRNAs in the PWS Homologous Locus of 12 Eutherian Genomes {#s3a}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Both single genomic and comparative genomic strategies were applied to identify imprinted snoRNA genes from 12 placental mammals to achieve high sensitivity and accuracy simultaneously ([Table S1](#pone.0100329.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). To classify the snoRNA gene families, BLAST searches and phylogenetic analyses were combined to avoid the misassignment of individual gene members to known gene families. A total of 613 imprinted snoRNA genes were identified in the PWS homologous loci (the 15q11-q13 region of the human genome) of 12 eutherian genomes ([Table 1](#pone-0100329-t001){ref-type="table"}, all snoRNA gene sequences were provided in [Data S1](#pone.0100329.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In general, primates and rodents have many more imprinted snoRNAs than other mammals, mainly reflected by the big volume of the HBII-52 and the HBII-85 multi-gene families. On average, primates have 77 PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs, rodents have 112, while Laurasiatheri and Xenarthra have only 17. The number of imprinted snoRNAs in elephants was comparable to that of primates. Certain gene families are missing from the ancestral lineages of placental mammals, such as Xenarthra and Afrotheria. For example, the HBII-85 gene family was missing from the tenrec genome, whereas HBII-52 was absent from the cow and the armadillo genomes. These observations may have two explanations: the first is due to the incomplete assembly of these genomes, the second one attributes to particular gene loss events occurred in these lineages. Conversely, extensive expansions of particular gene families have occurred in the mouse and elephant, leading to an excess of HBII-52 genes (130 and 70, respectively). The gene numbers of the multi-gene families (HBII-52 and HBII-85) predicted in this study were slightly lower than those of previous studies on the model species (e.g. human and mouse) [@pone.0100329-Cavaille1], [@pone.0100329-Cavaille2], [@pone.0100329-Royo2]. It may attribute to the more stringent criteria for snoRNA identification used in the snoSeeker program [@pone.0100329-Yang1].

10.1371/journal.pone.0100329.t001

###### Statistics of imprinted snoRNA genes in the PWS locus of mammalians.

![](pone.0100329.t001){#pone-0100329-t001-1}

                                                 HBII-436    HBII-13   HBII-438A   HBII-85   HBII-52   HBII-438B   Total  
  ---------------------- --------------------- ------------ --------- ----------- --------- --------- ----------- ------- -----
  **Euarchontoglires**       **Primates**       **Human**       1          1          1        27         41         1     72
                                                **Chimp**       1          1          1        22         44         1     70
                                                **Rhesus**      1          1          1        28         58         1     90
                             **Rodentia**        **Rat**        1          1          0        24         39         0     65
                                                **Mouse**       1          1          0        27         130        0     159
  **Laurasiatheri**          **Carnivora**       **Dog**        1          0          1         9          4         1     16
                                                 **Cat**        1          2          0         6         20         0     29
                          **Perissodactyla**    **Horse**       1          0          1        12          2         1     17
                          **Cetartiodactyla**    **Cow**        0          0          0         8          0         1      9
  **Xenarthra**              **Armadillo**          1           2          0          9         0          1        13    
  **Afrotheria**              **Tenrec**            0           0          0          0         0          0         0    
                             **Elephant**           0           1          0          1        70          1        73    

Based on the genomic location information of each snoRNA gene, we illustrated the precise distribution of the imprinted snoRNA genes in the PWS homologous loci of representative species ([Figure 1](#pone-0100329-g001){ref-type="fig"}). The size of the PWS imprinted snoRNA cluster was notably expanded in rodents. The cluster sizes of both mouse and rat were approximately two-fold that of the human. In both the rat and mouse genomes, the PWS-related snoRNA clusters were extended by the insertion of a long heterogeneous fragment containing no snoRNA genes. However, the insertion sites were different, occurring within the HBII-52 gene family in the rat genome and in the HBII-85 gene family in mouse. Interestingly, the size of the imprinted snoRNA cluster does not appear to determine the gene number. Despite similar cluster sizes, the dog has only 25% of the snoRNA genes presented in human. These results imply that the PWS imprinted snoRNA cluster is located in a highly active genomic region, a hot spot for chromosomal rearrangements and gene duplications as observed in other imprinted loci [@pone.0100329-Sandovici1].

Phylogenetic Analyses {#s3b}
---------------------

The phylogenetic network indicated that each gene families could form a single phylogenetic clade ([Figure. S1](#pone.0100329.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The phylogenetic relationship among the gene families exhibits consistence with their physical distribution in the chromosome. For example, HBII-436 and HBII-13, which are closely distributed in the locus, showed close phylogenetic relationship. Interestingly, the HBII-438 family, consisting of two gene members HBII-438A and HBII-438B, was separated by the large gene cluster of HBII-52 and HBII-85. This suggests these two gene cluster might origin from an insertion of ancestral gene(s) within the HBII-438 family and followed by extensive expansions [@pone.0100329-Nahkuri1]. [Figure 2](#pone-0100329-g002){ref-type="fig"} shows the intra-family gene relationship of the HBII-52 and the HBII-85 family. A remarkable feature exhibited by the phylogenetic trees is that gene members from same species always form a single clade, especially in non-primates species, suggesting their close relationship. In primates, an intermixed pattern among species was observed, implying of a progressive evolutionary process of these gene families. This pattern was also suggested by the phylogenetic network shown in [Figure S1](#pone.0100329.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Phylogenetic analysis of HBII-52 and HBII-85 gene family.\
Abbreviations: HS, human; PT, chimpanzee; RM, rhesus; MM, mouse; RN, rat; CF, dog; FC, cat; EC, horse; BT, cow; DN, armadillo; LA, elephant.](pone.0100329.g002){#pone-0100329-g002}

Recent Creation of PWS-related Imprinted snoRNA Genes through a Birth-and-death Process {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further explore the evolutionary history of the PWS-related imprinted snoRNA genes, we estimated the number of imprinted snoRNA genes in all ancestral organisms and their increases and decreases at different stages during the evolution of eutherian. Considering that their functional importance and gene volume, we focused this analysis on the two multi-gene families, HBII-52 and HBII-85. To estimate the gene number in ancestral species as well as gene gains and losses, we used the reconciled tree method [@pone.0100329-Goodman1]--[@pone.0100329-Nam1], in which the topology of a gene tree is reconciled with that of a species tree. The analysis was based on the "Euarchontoglires tree" proposed by Murphy et al. [@pone.0100329-Murphy1], which suggested that primates and rodents are sister groups forming a clade named Euarchontoglires. [Figure 3](#pone-0100329-g003){ref-type="fig"} summarizes the gene numbers estimated for each ancestral species and the associated changes along the different lineages. The numbers of PWS-related imprinted snoRNA genes were extremely low in ancestral organisms as compared with extant species. Interestingly, the evolutionary history of PWS-related snoRNA families is dominated by gene increases ([Figure 3](#pone-0100329-g003){ref-type="fig"}). In both the HBII-52 and HBII-85 families ([Figure S2](#pone.0100329.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#pone.0100329.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), most (55--98%) of the existing family members arose from lineage-specific gene gain events. In the human genome, 31 of the 41 HBII-52 genes were gained after the species diverged from chimpanzees; for the mouse, 127 of the 130 HBII-52 genes were gained after the species diverged from rats. In contrast, gene loss events were very rare. Similar results were observed for the HBII-85 cluster. [Figure 3](#pone-0100329-g003){ref-type="fig"} provided an overview of the evolutionary dynamics of PWS-related imprinted snoRNA genes in mammals, which reflects the rapid gene turnover in these families. It also suggeststhat the extant genes in each species primarily arose through a lineage-specific gene gaining process occurring in each species' recent history. This trend can also be intuitively inferred by their grouping patterns, i.e., gene members from the same species were always clustered together ([Figure S1](#pone.0100329.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Figure 2](#pone-0100329-g002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Gene numbers and changes in PWS-related imprinted snoRNA genes with respect to eutherian divergence.\
Numbers in black indicate the current gene number in each species, whereas red numbers indicate the ancestral gene number, blue numbers denote gained genes, and green numbers indicate lost genes. The major diversification events of eutherians are indicated on the timescale. MYA, a million years ago.](pone.0100329.g003){#pone-0100329-g003}

Since the results suggest rapid intra-species gene expansion occurred during eutherian evolution, especially in primates and rodents, we want to ask how this happened. For this purpose, combined physical-phylogenetic maps of the HBII-52 and HBII-85 gene families in human and mouse were constructed to investigate gene duplication processes ([Figure S4](#pone.0100329.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). There are several models proposed for gene duplication [@pone.0100329-Leister1]. The tandem duplication model predicts a close phylogenetic relationship for physically neighboring genes. This pattern was observed in all the investigated gene families, i.e. HBII-52, HBII-85, MBII-52 and MBII-85. However, in the HBII-52 and MBII-52 family, a lot of physically distant genes show phylogenetic connections, which seems like the duplicated genes have jumped or trans-located from their original sites. This pattern could be explained with a 'regional ectopic duplication' model, which usually refers to duplication of individual or a small group of genes to an unlinked locus [@pone.0100329-Richly1], [@pone.0100329-Meyers1]. The mechanism behind this may be recombination during the gametogenesis. These results also suggest different duplication processes were favored by different gene families. The tandem duplication plays a major role in the recent expansion of the HBII-85 and MBII-85 family; while the regional ectopic duplication dominates the expansion process of the HBII-52 and MBII-52 families.

The birth-and-death model of gene evolution predicts the death of genes, or "gene degradation". Consistent with this idea, we found pseudogenes in all species ([Table S3](#pone.0100329.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Figure S5](#pone.0100329.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Gene degradation mainly occurs through the loss-of-function mutations that impair snoRNA processing or snoRNP formation, e.g., in the C/D boxes. Primates and rodents generally exhibit much lower pseudogene ratios than other species ([Table S3](#pone.0100329.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For example, in the HBII-52 family, the average pseudogene ratios were 0.138 and 0.158 for primates and rodents, respectively, but 0.667 for other species. This observations suggest that a trend toward gene expansion was favored in both primates and rodents and explains why these groups have more PWS-related imprinted snoRNA genes.

Rapid Evolution of PWS-related Imprinted snoRNAs with Functional Constraints {#s3d}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

We next asked whether the PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs have undergone rapid evolution. The evolutionary rates of PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs were investigated by two aspects, the first is the birth rate of new genes and the second is sequence substitution rates. [Table 2](#pone-0100329-t002){ref-type="table"} presents the birth rate of new genes for both the imprinted and non-imprinted snoRNA gene families. Only the C/D box non-imprinted snoRNAs were included in this comparison because all imprinted snoRNAs belong to this class. In the PWS locus, 6.9 and 4.1 new genes were born per million years (Mys) in the human and the mouse respectively, while 8.4 and 2.9 non-imprinted snoRNAs were born per Mys throughout the rest of the genome. Note that the number of non-imprinted gene families involved in this calculation is much larger than that of the imprinted snoRNAs, i.e., ∼180 vs. 2. When the number of gene families was taken into account, the average gene birth rate of the imprinted clusters is over 80-fold faster than that of the non-imprinted snoRNAs. This rate increased to 127 folds in mouse. The higher gene birth rate observed in mouse may account for the emergence of many rodent-specific imprinted snoRNAs. The high gene birth rate was also observed in other small non-coding RNAs, such as microRNA [@pone.0100329-Meunier1], [@pone.0100329-Zheng1]. However, the high birth rate of the imprinted snoRNA genes is quite remarkable, even as compared with the microRNAs. A birth rate of 12 new microRNA genes per Mys has been reported in the fruit fly; however, only 0.3 genes/Mys have been preserved over long stretches of time [@pone.0100329-Lu1]. In fact, only 5 new, consistently expressed microRNA genes have been maintained in the *Drosophila* genus over the last 55 Mys of evolution [@pone.0100329-Lu2].

10.1371/journal.pone.0100329.t002

###### Birth rates of new genes among PWS-related imprinted and non-imprinted snoRNAs.

![](pone.0100329.t002){#pone-0100329-t002-2}

                                        Imprinted snoRNA gene clusters   Non-imprinted snoRNA genes                                 
  ------------------------------------ -------------------------------- ---------------------------- ------ ------- ------ -------- --------
  New genes                                           47                             44                78     154     62      57      108
  Rate of birth (per Mys)                            6.96                           6.52              2.52   4.17    1.68    8.44     2.92
  Rate of birth per family (per Mys)                 3.48                           3.26              1.26   2.085   0.84   0.0433   0.0163

Ratios of gene birth rate between imprinted and non-imprinted snoRNAs: human: 80.37; mouse: 127.91.

We also observed rapid sequence evolution of the PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs. [Figure 4A](#pone-0100329-g004){ref-type="fig"} shows the evolutionary rates of non-imprinted (including guide and orphan) and the imprinted snoRNA families between human and the other analyzed mammals (the standard errors are indicated in [Table S4](#pone.0100329.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). This comparison spanned the full range of mammals, and *K* represents the number of substitutions per site. For non-imprinted snoRNAs, the mean *K* value was calculated for all the homologous snoRNA families that are conserved between the human and each of the other species ([Table S2](#pone.0100329.s008){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); for imprinted snoRNAs, the *K* value was calculated for the HBII-52 and HBII-85 families. This analysis suggests that PWS-related imprinted snoRNA families evolved with a higher sequence substitution rate than non-imprinted snoRNAs. Since orphan snoRNA have no known targeting site on rRNA or snRNAs, it is speculating that they are subjected to relative rapid evolution than guide snoRNAs due to the lack of selective constrains. But our results did not support this notion ([Figure 4A](#pone-0100329-g004){ref-type="fig"}). Depending on the species, the HBII-52 family evolved 1.2 to 2.2-fold faster than non-imprinted snoRNAs, with an average value of 1.6 folds; the HBII-85 family evolved 1.3 to 4.6-fold faster than non-imprinted snoRNAs, with an average value of 2.2 folds. Primate species exhibited the highest relative evolution rates (imprinted vs. non-imprinted) of the HBII-85 family ([Figure 4B](#pone-0100329-g004){ref-type="fig"}, [Table S4](#pone.0100329.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Assuming that the mean evolutionary rate of non-imprinted snoRNAs is nearly constant over a long time scale, this pattern suggests that the evolution of this snoRNA family may have been accelerated in primates.

![Evolutionary divergence of PWS-related imprinted vs. non-imprinted snoRNA gene families between the human and other mammals.\
(A) The evolutionary divergence of HBII-52, HBII-85, non-imprinted guide and orphan snoRNA genes between human and other species. *K* denotes the number of substitutions per site. (B) Relative sequence substitution rate between imprinted and non-imprinted snoRNA genes of eutherian mammals.](pone.0100329.g004){#pone-0100329-g004}

To determine whether the rapid sequence evolution is specific to the PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs or spans the entire imprinted locus, we compared the substitution rates of the imprinted snoRNA genes and their flanking sequences. A similar comparison was performed using non-imprinted snoRNAs as the reference. We calculated the between-species substitution rates (human vs. chimpanzee and human vs. rhesus monkey) for the snoRNAs (K~sno~) and the flanking genomic sequences (K~f~) (presumably nonfunctional, [Table 3](#pone-0100329-t003){ref-type="table"}). The average K~f~ values were similar between the PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs and the non-imprinted snoRNAs, i.e., 0.011 vs. 0.012 for human vs. chimp and 0.085 vs. 0.078 for human vs. rhesus, indicating nearly equivalent substitution rates. However, the PWS-related imprinted snoRNA cluster had a much higher average K~sno~ as compared with the non-imprinted snoRNAs (0.006 VS. 0.001 and 0.033 VS. 0.013), again supporting the proposed rapid evolution of the PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs. These results suggest that the rapid evolution of PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs was not conferred by a similar process operating in the entire imprinted region but was specific to the snoRNA genes.

10.1371/journal.pone.0100329.t003

###### Genetic divergence of snoRNA genes and their flanking sequences in primates for both imprinted and non-imprinted snoRNAs.

![](pone.0100329.t003){#pone-0100329-t003-3}

           Imprinted region   Non-imprinted region                  
  ------- ------------------ ---------------------- --------------- ---------------
  HS-PT     0.011 (0.001)        0.006 (0.002)       0.012 (0.001)   0.001 (0.001)
  HS-RM     0.085 (0.002)        0.033 (0.005)       0.078 (0.003)   0.013 (0.004)

Species abbreviation: HS, humans; PT, chimpanzees; RM, rhesus. Standard deviations are shown in parentheses.

We further investigated the evolutionary patterns of different parts of the imprinted snoRNA genes. As mentioned above, snoRNA could be divided into 5 parts: the stem region, C/D boxes, antisense element 1 (ASE1), antisense element 2 (ASE2) and the remaining sequence. The stem regions, spanning 4--5 nt at each end of a given snoRNA, form a short stem that brings the conserved C and D boxes close to one another to form the structural core motif of the snoRNA. This core motif, referred to as the stem-box structure, coordinates the specific binding of snoRNP proteins and is critical for snoRNA biogenesis and nucleolar localization. The antisense elements are complementary to rRNA or snRNA and determine the site for 2′-O-ribose methylation or for other cellular targets with other functions [@pone.0100329-Bachellerie1], [@pone.0100329-Kiss1]. [Figure 5](#pone-0100329-g005){ref-type="fig"} shows the distribution of the evolutionary distance, *K*, corresponding to each part of the snoRNA gene between the human and the other analyzed species. The distribution clearly shows that different parts of the genes were subjected to different levels of selection constraint. In general, the C/D boxes and the stem regions were the most conserved, with *K* values under or approximately 0.1, whereas the evolutionary rates of the other three regions varied depending on the gene family. For the HBII-52 family, the two antisense elements showed significant different evolutionary rates, with the ASE1 evolving at an average of ∼4-fold faster than the ASE2 (*p*\<0.05, two-tailed t-test). This pattern is consistent with the functional roles of these elements, as the ASE2, but not ASE1, region is reported to form an 18-nt long base pairing with 5-HT~2C~R pre-mRNA to ensure its proper modification [@pone.0100329-Cavaille1], [@pone.0100329-Vitali1], [@pone.0100329-Kishore1]. This result suggests that the ASE2 region of HBII-52 has been subjected to strong functional selective constraints. The evolution rate of the remaining sequence was between that of the ASE1 and ASE2, a result that might be partially attributed to the involvement of two putatively functional motifs, namely, the C' and D' boxes, in this region [@pone.0100329-Bachellerie1]. Based on our analysis, the general evolution rate of different parts of the HBII-52 snoRNA genes falls in the order of ASE1\>remaining sequence\>ASE2\>stem region\>C/D boxes. For the HBII-85 families, the ASE1 region evolved with a significant lower rate than ASE2 (*p*\<0.01, two-tailed t-test) and might have been subjected to functional selection. The molecular target of HBII-85 snoRNAs has yet to be identified; and our results suggest that their potential target(s) are determined by the ASE1 region.

![Evolutionary divergence rates for each part of the imprinted snoRNA genes between the human and other mammals.\
A diagram of box C/D snoRNA structure with different partitions was illustrated in the left \[modified from 25\]. *K* denotes the number of substitutions per site. Each color represents a comparison between human and another species.](pone.0100329.g005){#pone-0100329-g005}

Positive Selection and Adaptive Signature of PWS-related Imprinted snoRNA Clusters in Euarchontoglires {#s3e}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Tajima's *D* test is widely used to detect positive selection on non-coding sequences [@pone.0100329-Ogorelkova1], [@pone.0100329-Wang1]. To exam whether the imprinted snoRNA gene families in Euarchontoglires are subjected to positive selection, the Tajima's *D* test was conducted on the HBII-52 and the HBII-85 families of each species. The application is based on the consideration that the gene members within a genome are genetically closely related and originate from common ancestors. The Tajima's *D* values for the HBII-52 family in Euarchontoglires are all negative with remarkable significance ([Table 4](#pone-0100329-t004){ref-type="table"}), suggesting these sequences are subjected to positive selection. Interestingly, although 70 HBII-52 gene members were found in the elephant genome, the Tajima's *D* value is non-significant (data not shown). The Tajima's *D* values for HBII-85 family of Euarchontoglires are all negative, but only significant for mice and rats, suggesting a relieved selection force on the primates genomes. For comparison, the 6 adjacent protein-coding genes in the same imprinted locus were also tested for selection. The K~a~/K~s~ values for the six protein-coding genes were all \<\<1; half of them were suggested to subject to purifying selection ([Table 5](#pone-0100329-t005){ref-type="table"}). Since these protein-coding genes are falling in the same imprinted region as the snoRNA cluster, this result suggests again that the selection is specific for the PWS-related snoRNAs rather than for the entire imprinted region.

10.1371/journal.pone.0100329.t004

###### Tajima's *D* test of Euarchontoglires imprinted snoRNA gene family.

![](pone.0100329.t004){#pone-0100329-t004-4}

                   HBII-52     HBII-85                                                                              
  -------------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- ----------- -------- -------- -------- ----------- -----------
  Tajima's *D*    **−2.07**   **−1.91**   **−2.13**   **−2.48**   **−2.55**   −1.27    −1.16    −1.11    **−2.41**   **−2.48**
  *P* value        \<0.05      \<0.05      \<0.05      \<0.01      \<0.001    \>0.10   \>0.10   \>0.10    \<0.01      \<0.001

Species abbreviation: HS, humans; PT, chimpanzees; RM, rhesus; MM, mice; RN, rats. The significant (*P*\<0.05) test results were labeled bold.

10.1371/journal.pone.0100329.t005

###### Ka/Ks tests of protein-coding genes in the PWS locus.

![](pone.0100329.t005){#pone-0100329-t005-5}

                         Protein-coding genes                                   
  --------------------- ---------------------- ---- ------- ------- ----------- -----------
  Ks                            0.004           0    0.024   0.004     0.011       0.033
  Ka                              0             0    0.004     0       0.002       0.004
  Ka/Ks                           0             \-   0.167     0       0.182       0.121
  Purifying selection           0.151           ND   **0**   0.151   **0.045**   **0.029**

*P* values\<0.05 for purifying selection are in bold.

The HBII-52 snoRNAs are thought to regulate the modification and/or splicing of 5-HT~2C~R pre-mRNA through an 18-nt long base pairing. Since 5-HT~2C~R is an important neural signal transduction molecule, abnormal regulation of 5-HT~2C~R by HBII-52 was proposed to be involved in the PWS. We therefore investigated whether the regulation of 5-HT~2C~R by HBII-52 is a universal phenomenon in eutherians. For this purpose, the binding pattern between HBII-52 and 5-HT~2C~R mRNA was determined in a number of species ([Figure 6A](#pone-0100329-g006){ref-type="fig"}). The results showed that the 18-nt perfect match between HBII-52 and 5-HT~2C~R only presented in primates and rodents. Because the D box of snoRNA is vital for snoRNPs binding, the start site of the pairing was also investigated. Similarly, in primates and rodents, most base pairing began just after the D box, while in other species the start sites were random relative to the D box. To further comparing the HBII-52∶5HT~2C~R binding patterns between primates/rodents and the other mammals, we investigated the base complementarity of the longest continuous perfect matches in humans, elephants and horses respectively ([Figure 6B](#pone-0100329-g006){ref-type="fig"}). The data showed that in elephants and horses there are two mismatches within the first five nucleotide positions upstream of the D box, which is important for the efficient modification of the fifth nucleotide, i.e. the C site of the A-I editing of 5HT~2C~R mRNA [@pone.0100329-Cavaille4], [@pone.0100329-Cavaille5]. These results therefore imply that the regulatory role of HBII-52 might first evolve in the common ancestor of primates and rodents.

![The binding pattern between HBII-52 and 5-HT~2C~R mRNA in mammals.\
(A) Left panels indicate the length distribution of perfect base-pairing between HBII-52 and 5-HT~2C~R mRNA. Right panels indicate the distance of base-pairing from the D box motif. Analyses of primates, rodents and other mammals are indicated with different colors. In primates and rodents, the length of the base-pairing was centered approximately 18 nt and started just upstream of the D box. In other species, the length of the base-pairing ranged from 9--14 nt and started several nucleotides away from the D box. (B) The best base complementarity between the antisense element of the human, elephant or horse HBII-52 snoRNA and the corresponding 5-HT~2C~R receptor. Nucleotides in red indicate the A to I editing sites (A to E); nucleotides in orange indicate proximal splice site. Box, D box. Red crosses indicate mismatch within the RNA duplex.](pone.0100329.g006){#pone-0100329-g006}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

Rapid Evolution of the PWS-related Imprinted snoRNA Clusters via a Birth-and-death Process {#s4a}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SnoRNA genes have traditionally been regarded as conserved components of the genome, mainly due to their function of guiding the methylation and pseudouridylation of rRNA. Most snoRNA genes show great homogeneity among distant species, even between humans and yeast. In striking contrast, the snoRNAs in the imprinted PWS locus have undergone rapid evolution during the diversification of mammals. We observed substantial increases in gene number of the PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs in primates and rodents, and their gene birth rates were more than 80-fold higher than the non-imprinted snoRNAs. At the same time, their sequence evolution rate was also significantly higher than that of the non-imprinted snoRNAs. It is therefore of particular interest to study the evolutionary process underlying the rapid evolution of this imprinted snoRNA gene cluster.

Although rapid evolution of small non-coding RNAs (sncRNAs) has frequently been observed in recent years [@pone.0100329-Meunier1], [@pone.0100329-Zheng1], few reports have investigated the evolutionary history of sncRNA genes in depth [@pone.0100329-Meunier1], [@pone.0100329-Zheng1], [@pone.0100329-Zhang2]. In this study, the remarkable evolutionary dynamics of the HBII-85 and HBII-52 gene families provide a clear example of the birth-and-death evolution. The evidence for this conclusion can be summarized as follows: (i) similar intra- and inter-genomic divergences and close phylogenetic relationships among the intra-species gene members ([Table S5](#pone.0100329.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Figure S1](#pone.0100329.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); (ii) the functional regions of the imprinted snoRNA genes are subjected to strong selective constraints; and (iii) a number of pseudogenes, representing the remnants of gene death events, were observed pervasively. Moreover, the birth-and-death process can finely explain the high variations in gene number of the PWS-related snoRNA families.

The balance between gene birth and death might have determined the gene number within the cluster in each species. In primates and rodents, the balance tends toward gene birth, while in other lineages, it leans toward gene death. The birth-and-death evolutionary model can also explain the lack of genes in the ancestral species. For such ancestral genes likely to turn to death during the diversification of mammals and were replaced by the newborn lineage-specific genes, which share few common feature among species. Thus, the ancestral gene in the common ancestor of Armadillo/Elephant and the most recent common ancestor of all placental mammals are low.

The rapid evolution of the imprinted snoRNA genes might partially due to the different way they expressed. In contrast to biallelically-expressed genes, imprinted genes are expressed from only one allele with the other allele is repressed. Because of this lack of a backup copy, similar selective force is predicted to trigger more efficient responses from imprinted genes relative to the non-imprinted counterparts. Moreover, concerning the parental interests conflict of imprinted genes, other selective constraints might be evoked, e.g. mother-infant co-adaptation [@pone.0100329-Plagge1], [@pone.0100329-Curley1]. We therefore anticipate that other imprinted genes will exhibit rapid evolution under certain selective forces. The birth-and-death evolution of multi-gene families has played important roles during the origin and development of some complex genetic systems, such as the adaptive immune system, the homeobox super gene family and the olfactory system [@pone.0100329-Nei1]. The PWS-related imprinted snoRNA genes have undergone a similar process at an outstanding evolutionary rate. We anticipate that they might be involved in the development of a complex system that has elaborately evolved in the mammalian lineage.

The Evolutionary Pattern of Other Imprinted Small Non-coding RNAs {#s4b}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Mammals have another large imprinted snoRNA cluster located in the 14q32 region of the human genome. This cluster mainly contain two multi-gene families, the 14qI and 14qII family; a rat-specific imprinted snoRNA gene family, RBII-36, is also located in this region.[@pone.0100329-Cavaille1]. Our analyses revealed that the 14qI and 14qII gene family also exhibit rapid sequence substitution than non-imprinted snoRNAs ([Figure 7](#pone-0100329-g007){ref-type="fig"}). But significant selective constraint on the ASE was not observed ([Figure 8](#pone-0100329-g008){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting a lack of functional constraint on these genes. This finding is consistent with the fact that the function(s) of 14qI or 14qII families is still unknown. The phylogenetic analysis of 14qI family showed a different pattern comparing to that of the HBII-52 or HBII-85 families ([Figure S6](#pone.0100329.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 14qI snoRNA genes were clustered with their orthologous, a sign of divergent evolution. Thus, our results indicate that imprinted snoRNA genes located in different genome regions are subjected to different evolution process, which might be highly related to the selective force they received. Further determining the biological functions of the imprinted snoRNA genes will help to unveil the significance of their rapid evolution.

![Evolutionary divergence of imprinted 14q(I) and 14q(II) snoRNA family vs. non-imprinted snoRNA gene families between the human and other mammals.\
*K* denotes the number of substitutions per site.](pone.0100329.g007){#pone-0100329-g007}

![Evolutionary divergence rates for each part of the imprinted snoRNA genes in 14q32 region between the human and other mammals.](pone.0100329.g008){#pone-0100329-g008}

There are studies suggest positive selection for microRNAs [@pone.0100329-Li1]. The microRNA cluster located in the *DLK-DIO3* imprinted locus is the largest microRNA cluster discovered thus far. A study on the evolution of this microRNA cluster revealed that most of the experimentally validated miRNAs could be detected in nearly all the sequenced eutherian genomes [@pone.0100329-Glazov1]. This finding suggests that the structure of this miRNA cluster is evolutionarily stable, which is different from the evolutionary pattern of the PWS-related snoRNA cluster in this study.

Adaptive Evolution of the PWS-related snoRNA Gene Cluster and Neural Development in Euarchontoglires {#s4c}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs in Euarchontoglires exhibit adaptive signatures. A population data based study on the HBII-52 gene family of human suggested that positive selection and gene conversion have driven the evolution of the imprinted snoRNA gene cluster [@pone.0100329-Ogorelkova1]. Consistent with this report, our study also detected remarkable positive selection on the HBII-52 gene family as well as the HBII-85 gene family in primates and rodents. In addition, primates and rodents have more imprinted snoRNA genes than other placental mammals (with the exception of elephants). Changes in gene number often are accompanied by the adaptation of a species to its environment. For example, an analysis of the changes in olfactory receptor gene number among mammals revealed that primates and the platypus have fewer genes than other mammals [@pone.0100329-Niimura1]. The development of the trichromatic vision system in primates greatly improved their visual sensory abilities, thereby reducing the importance of olfactory sensation. The platypus, in turn, has adapted to a semi-aquatic lifestyle and relies less heavily on olfactory sensation. Similarly, the remarkable increase in PWS-related imprinted snoRNA genes might be also needed to meet certain functional demands during mammalian evolution.

Three lines of evidence suggest that the PWS-related imprinted snoRNAs are undergoing functional evolution: (i) the imprinted snoRNAs have different expression patterns among mammals, e.g. human HBII-85 snoRNAs have a wider expression profile than MBII-85 and RBII-85 (MBII-85 and RBII-85 are the homolog of HBII-85 in mice and rats, respectively)[@pone.0100329-Cavaille3], which might closely relate to their functional diversification; (ii) at the phenotypic level, the site-specific deletion of the entire murine MBII-85 gene cluster did not result in obesity, a major phenotype observed in the human PWS [@pone.0100329-Skryabin1]; (iii) the interactions between the HBII-52 snoRNAs and its target, 5-HT~2C~R mRNA, are different among mammalian lineages. Our results showed that the 18-nt perfect match between HBII-52 and 5-HT~2C~R was only found in primates and rodents; while in other lineages, the lengths of the continuous perfect match were limited to 14 nts and with mismatches within the five nucleotide upstream box D, which region is important for the precise modification of the fifth nucleotide, i.e. the C site for the A-I editing of 5HT2CR mRNA[@pone.0100329-Vitali1]. Cavaillé and Bachellerie has indicated that two nucleotides of mismatch in the box D-proximal portion will greatly impair the modification efficiency of the target site, even in a long G/C-rich duplex [@pone.0100329-Cavaille5]. While, the RNA duplex between HBII-52 and 5HT~2C~R mRNA is A/U rich (11/18), whose interaction is expected to be more sensitive to mismatches and a single mutation could lead to a 100-fold inhibition of the modification in a A/U rich duplex [@pone.0100329-Cavaille4]. Thus, the snoRNA guided modifications is most likely invalid here. Moreover, previous studies have demonstrated that mismatches between snoRNA and exon Vb significantly influence the regulation of alternative splicing of 5-HT~2C~R pre-mRNA [@pone.0100329-Kishore1]. Thus, we speculate that the mRNA regulatory function for HBII-52 first evolved in the common ancestor of primates and rodents. Although 70 HBII-52 gene members are found in the elephant genome, they do not have a long complementary sequence to the 5-HT~2C~R pre-mRNA. It is possible that the rapid expansion of the HBII-52 gene family in the elephant genome is for other function(s).

How and to what extent the rapid evolution of PWS-related imprinted snoRNA cluster has contributed to the adaptive evolution of primates and rodents remain unclear. Many imprinted genes play important roles in brain development and functions [@pone.0100329-Wilkinson1]. Typically, maternally expressed imprinted genes have effects on 'higher' cognitive systems, whereas paternal genes have effects on brain systems that fill 'emotional' or autonomic functions [@pone.0100329-Keverne1]. The 15q11--13 imprinted snoRNA cluster is paternally expressed in the adult brain [@pone.0100329-Runte3], suggesting that these genes might be involved in emotional function. Several lines of evidence suggest that the evolution of the 15q11--13 snoRNA cluster has contributed to the fine control of emotion and the related social behaviors of individuals. The HBII-52 snoRNAs could regulatethe 5-HT~2~C receptor pre-mRNA the A-to-I RNA editing and alternative splicing of the 5-HT~2~C receptor pre-mRNA. 5-HT (5-hydroxytryptamine, or serotonin) is a very important monoamine neurotransmitter that is well-known to contribute to feelings of well-being and happiness. The 5-HT~2~C receptor is a subtype of the 5-HT receptor, which regulates mood, anxiety, feeding, and reproductive behavior [@pone.0100329-Heisler1]. HBII-52 can inhibit its RNA editing at the C-site in the nucleolus, which is crucial for decreasing the efficiency for activating the G-proteins. The functionally compromised 5-HT~2~C receptor that results from this mis-editing has been detected in the depressed suicide victims [@pone.0100329-Gurevich1]. HBII-52 also participates in the regulation of alternative splicing of the 5-HT~2~C receptor pre-mRNA by promoting exon Vb inclusion. Without exon Vb, the mRNA does not encode a functional 5-HT~2~CR receptor [@pone.0100329-Kishore1]. The evolving HBII-52 snoRNAs may therefore have participated in the fine regulation of the 5-HT neurotransmission pathway by modulating the 5-HT~2~C receptor in primates and rodents.

Emotion is a vital factor affecting individual social behaviors. Two key characteristics of Angelman syndrome are an unusually sociable disposition and reduced display of negative-affect signals (stubbornness and temper tantrums) [@pone.0100329-Bolton1]. Conversely, individuals with PWS show increased negative-affect signals and are prone to mood instability and non-psychotic depression [@pone.0100329-Soni1], [@pone.0100329-Cassidy1]. These findings have led to the idea that, in addition to influencing the resource allocation from the mother to the offspring through effects on, such as, suckling behavior, brain-expressed imprinted genes can also influence the social resources that the offspring receives, especially in the social animals like primates. These resources include food, protection and reproductive opportunities.

As imprinted genes play important roles in brain development and function, it has been suggested these genes might be subject to selection [@pone.0100329-Wilkinson1]. In this study, we revealed the rapid adaptive evolution of imprinted snoRNA genes in the PWS locus. The accelerated evolution of PWS-related imprinted snoRNA genes in Euarchontoglires might have contributed to the fine-tuning of emotion control and social behavior, which may have provided benefits such as greater allocation of social resources like reproductive opportunities. These consequences are clearly advantageous for the survival of individuals in the animal societies.
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###### 

**Phylogenetic network of imprinted snoRNAs in the PWS locus.** Gene families were indicted with different colors. Species abbreviations: H, human; MM, mouse; RN, rat; CF, dog; BT, cow; DN, armadillo; LA, elephant.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Gene numbers and changes in in the HBII-52 gene family.** Numbers in black indicate the current gene number in each species, whereas red numbers indicate the ancestral gene number, blue numbers denote gained genes, and green numbers indicate lost genes.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Gene numbers and changes in in the HBII-85 gene family.**

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Combined physical-phylogenetic map.** Imprinted snoRNA genes are depicted as vertical bar as in [figure 1](#pone-0100329-g001){ref-type="fig"}. The consistency between phylogenetic relationship and physical distribution suggest the genes are created by tandem duplication.

(TIF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Human HBII-85 and HBII-52 pseudogenes.** Selected pseudogenes were aligned with corresponding normal genes. Red arrow indicate loss-of-function mutations in these pseudo genes.

(TIF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Phylogenetic analysis of 14q(I) gene family.** Abbreviations: HS, human; PT, chimpanzee; RM, rhesus; MM, mouse; RN, rat; CF, dog; FC, cat; EC, horse; BT, cow; DN, armadillo; LA, elephant.

(TIF)
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Chromosome loci, size, and the genomic position of PWS imprinted regions in 12 eutherians.**

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.
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**Pseudogenes identified in the PWS imprinted region.**

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Conserved non-imprinted box C/D snoRNA gene families between human and other species.**

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Nucleotide divergence between human and other species for non-imprinted and imprinted** **snoRNA genes.**

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Intra- and inter- genomic divergence for PWS-related imprinted snoRNA genes.**

(PDF)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**Sequences of imprinted and non-imprinted snoRNA genes.**

(ZIP)
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Click here for additional data file.

###### 

**The sequence alignments for phylogenetic analyses.**

(ZIP)
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Click here for additional data file.
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